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1 Introduction
It has long been recognized th a t for the  proper functioning of com ponents in open and 
d istribu ted  systems, these com ponents have to  be thoroughly tested  for interoperability  and 
conformance to in ternationally  agreed standards. For thorough and efficient testing, a high 
degree of au tom ation  of the  test process is crucial. U nfortunately, m ethods for autom ated 
test generation and execution are still seriously ham pered by the  often very large s ta te  spaces 
of the  im plem entations under test. One of the  ways to  deal w ith  th is problem  is to exploit
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stru c tu ra l properties of the  im plem entation under test th a t can be safely assum ed to hold. 
In  th is paper we focus on taking advantage of symmetry th a t is present in the  struc tu re  of 
systems. The symmetry, as it is defined here, may be found in any type of param eterized 
system: such param eters may for example range over IDs of com ponents, ports, or the 
contents of messages.
We will work in the  setting  of test theory based on finite s ta te  machines (FSM s). Thus, we 
assum e th a t the  specification of an  im plem entation under test is given as an  FSM and the 
im plem entation itself is given as a black box. From the explicitly given specification autom a­
ton  a collection of tests is derived th a t can be applied to the  black box. Exploiting sym m etry 
will allow us to restric t the test process to subau tom ata  of specification and im plem enta­
tion  th a t characterize these system s up to  sym m etry and will often be much smaller. The 
sym m etry is defined in term s of an  equivalence relation over the  trace sets of specification 
and im plem entation. Some requirem ents are imposed to  ensure th a t such a sym m etry indeed 
allows to find the  desired subautom ata. We instan tia te  this general framework by focusing 
on sym m etries defined in term s of repeating patterns. Some experim ents w ith pattern-based 
sym m etries, supported  by a proto type tool im plem ented using the  O p en /C ^S A R  tool set 
[14], have shown th a t substan tia l savings may be obtained in the  num ber of tests.
Since we assum e th a t the  black box system  has some sym m etrical s truc tu re  (cf. the  uni­
formity hypothesis in [15, 6]), it is perhaps more appropriate  to  speak of gray box testing. 
For the  specification FSM it will generally be possible to verify th a t a particu lar relation is a 
sym m etry on the system, b u t for th e  black box im plem entation one has to assume th a t th is is 
the  case. The reliability of th is assum ption is the  te s te r’s responsibility. In  this respect, one 
may th ink  of exploiting sym m etry as a struc tu red  way of test case selection [13, 4] for systems 
too large to be tested  exhaustively, where a t least some subau tom ata  are tested  thoroughly.
This paper is not the  first to  deal w ith  sym m etry in protocol testing. In [21], sim ilar tech­
niques have been developed for a test generation m ethodology based on labeled transition  
systems, success trees and canonical testers [3, 25]. Like in our case, sym m etry is an  equiva­
lence relation between traces, and representatives of the  equivalence classes are used for test 
generation. Since our approach and the approach in [21] s ta rt from different testing  m ethod­
ologies, it is not easy to com pare them . In  [21], the  sym m etry relation is defined through 
bijective renam ings of action labels; our pattern-based  definition generalizes th is approach. 
O n the o ther hand, since in our case a sym m etry relation has to result in subau tom ata  of 
specification and im plem entation th a t characterize these system s up to the  symmetry, we 
have to  impose certain  requirem ents, which are absent in [21].
In  [19], sym m etrical structures in the  product au tom aton  of in teroperating systems are 
studied. I t is assum ed th a t the  system s have already been tested  in isolation and a tten tion  is 
focused on pruning the  product au tom aton  by exploiting sym m etry arising from the presence 
of identical peers. In the  present paper, we abstrac t away from the internal com position of 
the  system  and focus on defining a general framework for describing and using sym m etries 
on FSMs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic definitions concerning FSMs 
and their behavior. In Section 3, we introduce and define a general notion of trace based 
symmetry. We show how, given such a sym m etry on the  behavior of a system , a subautom aton 
of the  system  can be com puted, a so-called kernel, th a t characterizes the  behavior of the 
system  up to  symmetry. In Section 5 we apply the  m achinery to  Chow’s classical W -m ethod
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for test derivation. In Section 6 we will instan tia te  the  general framework by focusing on 
sym m etries defined in term s of repeating pa tterns. Section 7 contains an  extensive example, 
inspired by [24], Finally, we discuss fu ture work in Section 8.
2 Finite state machines
In this section, we will briefly present some term inology concerning finite s ta te  machines and 
their behavior, th a t we will need in the  rest of th is paper.
We let N denote the  set of na tu ra l num bers. (Finite) Sequences are denoted by greek letters. 
C oncatenation of sequences is denoted by juxtaposition; e denotes the  em pty sequence and 
the sequence containing a single element a is sim ply denoted a. If a  is non-em pty then  first(a) 
re tu rns the  first element of a  and last(a) re tu rns the  last element of a.
If V  and W  are sets of sequences and a  is a sequence, then  crW = {a t  \ t  £ W }  
and V W  =  \JaeV a W .  For X  a set of symbols, we define X °  = {e} and, for * >  0, 
X* =  X * -1 U X  X * -1. As usual, X* =  X \
D e f in it io n  2 . 1 . A finite state machine (FSM) is a struc tu re  A  = (S, £ , # ,  s°) where
•  S' is a finite set of states
•  S  a finite set of actions
•  E C S x S x S  is a finite set of edges
•  s° 6 S  is the  initial state
We require th a t A  is deterministic, i.e., for every pair of edges (s, a, s ') , (s ,a , s ") in I?4, 
s' = s" .
We w rite £ 4, S.4 , etc., for the  com ponents of an  FSM A , b u t often om it subscripts when 
they are clear from the context. We let s, s' range over states, a, a ', 6, c , . . .  over actions, and 
e, e' over edges. If e =  (s, a, s') then  act(e) =  a. We w rite s s' if (s, a, s') €  E  and w ith 
s we denote th a t s s' for some sta te  s'. A subautomaton of an  FSM A  is an FSM B 
such th a t Sg = Sb Q <SU, ^ ¡3 C >^4 . and E# C E_4 .
An execution fragment of an FSM A  is an  alternating  sequence J  = sq ai si ■ ■ ■ an sn of states 
and actions of A.  beginning and ending w ith  a state, such th a t for a lH , 0 <  * <  n, we have
Si «¿4.1. If so =  Sn then  7  is a loop, if n  7  ^ 0 then  7  is a non-empty loop. An execution of 
A  is an  execution fragm ent th a t begins w ith  the  initial s ta te  of A.
For 7  =  sq ai si ■ ■ ■ an sn an  execution fragm ent of A. trace(7 ) is defined as the  sequence 
a,ia,2 ---a,n. If a is a sequence of actions, then  we w rite s s' if A  has an  execution 
fragm ent 7  w ith  f irs t(j)  = s, last(7 ) =  s', and trace(7 ) =  a. If 7  is a loop, then  a  is a looping 
trace. We w rite s if there exists an  s' such th a t s s ', and w rite traces(s) for the set 
{a  €E (£.4)* I s We w rite traces (A) for traces (s^ ). □
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3 Sym m etry
In  th is section we introduce the  notion of sym m etry employed in th is paper.
We want to  be able to restrict the  test process to  subau tom ata  of specification and imple­
m entation  th a t characterize these system s up to  symmetry. In papers on exploiting sym m etry 
in model checking [2, 8, 10, 11, 12, 18], such subau tom ata  are constructed for explicitly given 
FSMs by identifying and  collapsing sym m etrical states. We are concerned w ith  black box 
testing, and, by definition, it is impossible to refer directly to the  states of a black box. In 
trad itional FSM based test theory, FSMs are assum ed to  be determ inistic and hence a sta te  
of a black box is identified as the  unique sta te  of the  black box th a t is reached after a certain  
trace of the  system. Thus it seems na tu ra l to  define sym m etry as a relation over traces.
O ur basic notion of sym m etry on an  FSM A , then, is an equivalence relation on (XU)*, 
such th a t A  is closed under the  symmetry, i.e., if a sequence of actions is sym m etrical to a 
trace of A  then  the  sequence is a trace of A  too.
T he idea is to construct from the specification au tom aton  an  au tom aton  such th a t its 
trace set is included in the  trace set of the  specification and contains a representative trace 
for each equivalence class of the  sym m etry relation on the  traces of the  specification. In 
order to  be able to  do this, we need to  impose some requirem ents on the  symmetry. For the 
specification we dem and (1) th a t each equivalence class of the  sym m etry is represented by 
a unique trace, (2) th a t prefixes of a trace are represented by prefixes of the  representing 
trace, and (3) th a t representative traces respect loops. The th ird  requirem ent means th a t 
if a  representative trace is a looping trace, then  the  trace w ith the  looping p a rt removed is 
also a representative trace. This requirem ent introduces some state-based inform ation in the 
definition of symmetry.
These requirem ents enable us to construct a subautom aton  of the  specification, a so-called 
kernel, such th a t every trace of the  specification is represented by a trace from the kernel. 
O f course, it will often be the  case th a t the  sym m etry itself is preserved under prefixes and 
respects loops, so the  requirem ents will come alm ost for free.
For the  black box im plem entation, we will, w .r.t. symmetry, only dem and th a t it is closed 
under symmetry. So if tests have established th a t th e  im plem entation displays certain  be­
havior, then  by assum ption it will also display the sym m etrical behavior. In Section 5, where 
the  theory is applied to Mealy machines, we will in addition  need a way to identify a subau­
tom aton  of the  im plem entation th a t is being covered by the  tests derived from the kernel of 
the  specification.
D e f in it io n  3 .1 . A symmetry S  on an FSM A  is pair (~ , ()r ) where ~  is a b inary equivalence 
relation on (XU)*, and ()r : (XU)* A)* is a representative function  for ~  such tha t:
1. A  is closed under ~ : If a  €E traces (A) and a  ~  r ,  then  r  €  traces (A).
2. Only traces of the  same length are related: If a ~  r ,  th en  |cr| =  |r |.
3. ()r satisfies:
(a) o r ~  a
(b) t  ~  a => t t =  a T
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(c) ()r is prefix closed on A: If a a €E traces (A) and (a a)r = rb ,  then  ar = r
(d) ()r is loop respecting on representative traces: If 02 a^Y  = a  1 02 03 e  traces(A) 
and 02 is a looping trace, then  03 )r = o\o$.
T he class of traces r  such th a t r  ~  a  is denoted w ith  [c]s, or, if S' is clear from the context,
W- □
As m entioned above, we will dem and th a t there exists a sym m etry on the  specification, while 
the  im plem entation under test is required only to  be closed under the  symmetry.
L e m m a  3 .2 . (ar)r = or
D e f in it io n  3 .3 . Let S  = (~ , ()r) be a sym m etry on FSM A . A kernel of A  w .r.t. S' is a 
subautom aton  K, of A.  such th a t for every a € traces (A), a r €  traces (JC). □
4 Construction of a kernel
In th is section, we fix an  FSM A  and a sym m etry S' =  (~ , ()r) on A . Figure 1 presents an  
algorithm  th a t constructs a kernel of A  w .r.t. S'. It basically explores the  sta te  space of A. 
while keeping in m ind the trace th a t leads to  the  currently  visited state . As soon as such a 
trace contains a loop, the  algorithm  will not explore it any further.
In Figure 1, enabled(s,A) denotes the  set of actions a such th a t l\4  contains an  edge 
( s ,a ,s f), and for such an  a, e f f ( s ,a ,A ) denotes s'. Furtherm ore, repr(cr,E) denotes the  set 
F  of actions such th a t a € F  iff there exists an  action b € E  such th a t a r a =  (o '6)r . We 
will only call th is function for a  such th a t a r = a(see Lemma 4.3). By definition of ()r , 
for some action c, (a bY = o r c = a  c. So, since A  is determ inistic and closed under ~ , 
F  C E  and  if E  is non-empty, F  is non-empty. This justifies the  function choose(F) which 
nondeterm inistically chooses an element from F.
The rem ainder of th is section is devoted to  the  correctness of algorithm  Kernel. In order 
to  prove th a t the  algorithm  works properly, we first prove th a t it term inates, th a t it creates 
a subautom aton  of A  and th a t b u ild J t uses its param eters properly.
L e m m a  4 .1 . The execution o f  the algorithm Kernel(A , S') terminates.
P ro o f .  T he num ber of states in A  is finite, and for each nested call of b u ild J t (s', c ',  Seen') 
w ithin b u ild it(s ,  cr, Seen), Seen' = Seen U {s'} w ith  s ' 0  Seen. So there can be finitely many 
levels of such nested calls. Furtherm ore, the  num ber of enabled transitions in s is finite, so 
the  while loop th a t em pties E  (E  decreases stric tly  m onotonically during this loop until i t ’s 
em pty) can make finitely m any nested calls to b u ild it .  M
L e m m a  4 .2 . During execution o f  buildJt(s^,e,0), automaton K, is a subautomaton o f  A, 
and K, grows monotonically.
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fu n c tio n  K ernel(*4 . S): FSM; 
v a r  JC;
p ro c e d u re  B u ild _ It(s , cr, Seen);
v a r  a, 6, s, s ', E, F;
b e g in
if  s Seen
t h e n  E  := enabled(s, A);
F  := 0; 
w h ile  E  ^  0
d o  a := choose(repr(a, E)); 
s' ■= eff(s ,a ,A);
S k  ■= S/c U {s'};
■= U {a};
E jc ■■= E jc U {(s, a, s')}; 
B u ild _ I t(s ',  a  a, Seen U {s}); 
F  := F  U {a};
E : = E \ { a } ;
fo r  e a c h  b ^ E . a a c = i a b




e n d :
b e g in eo __eo .òir .-- *JC
S k := { ^ } ;
S/c :=  0;
E K :=  0;
B u ild  I t ( 4 .  e, 
r e t u r n  1C;
e n d .
Figure 1: T he algorithm  Kernel
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Lem m a 4.3. I f  Kernel(A,S) calls buildJt(s,a ,Seen) then s^ - —>£ s and o r = a.
Proof. By induction on the  length n  of a.
•  n  =  0. T hen a =  e. From observing the  algorithm  K erneland procedure b u ild it ,  it is 
clear th a t the  only call of bu ildJt(s,e ,S een) is w ith  s = sQA and Seen =  0. At this point 
in Kernel(v4,5), s ^  has ju s t been added to 1C as s^ .  So s. Certainly, (e)r =  e.
•  n = m  +  1.
Suppose a = o' a is a  trace of length m  +  1 and K ernel(yl,5) calls build_it(s,c,Seen). 
Since a ^  e, the  call build it(s,o-,Seen) m ust occur w ithin the  execution of a call
bu ild it(s ',o - ',S een '). By the induction hypothesis, we know th a t c s'. W hen
bu ild it(s ',o -',S een ') calls bu ild it(s ,o -' a,Seen) then  (s ',a ,s)  has ju s t been added to 
E)c, w ith a from enabled(s, A)  and s = e ff(s ',a ,A ).  So s' s when the call
build it(s,o-,Seen) is made, and it follows th a t a € traces(JC).
As to a r =  a. W hen bu ild Jt(s ',o '',S een ,) calls b u ild J t(s ,c ' a,Seen) then  by definition 
of choose(repr(a ' , E)), (a')r a = (a 'a )r. Since, by induction hypothesis, (a')r = a ', 
(a' a)r = a' a, which completes the  proof.
Lem m a 4.4. I f  Kernel(A,S) calls buildJt(s,a,Seen), then a € traces(Kernel(A, S ) ) .
Proof. Follows im m ediately from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. El
Lem m a 4.5. I f  Kernel(A,S) calls buildJt(s,a,Seen), then during the execution o f  buildJt 
the following holds:
1 . during and after the while loop, the following property holds:
a 6 F  => Kernel(*4, S) calls bu ild it(e j(f (s, a, /C), cr a, Seen U {s})
2 . during and after the while loop, the following property holds:
s °  ^  E  V 36 e  F. a b = (a a)r
3. after the while loop, E  is empty.
Proof.
1. W hen the while loop is started , F  is empty. T he only statem ent th a t adds b to F  
follows right after the  statem ents th a t first add the  edge (s, a, s') to  E)c and then  call 
b u ild J t(s ',  oa, Seen U {s}).
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2. Suppose a 0  E. At th e  s ta r t of th e  while loop, E  contains each enabled action in 
s, including a. So a has been removed from E  by one of the  last two statem ents of 
the  while loop. In case a was removed from E  by the  first of these two statem ents, 
then  it was added to F  one statem ent earlier, and, by definition of choose(repr(cr, E)) 
and Lemma 4.3, a a =  (a a)r . In case a was removed from E  by the  last of the  two 
statem ents, then, for a' = repr (c, E)  and Lemma 4.3, (a a)r = a a'.
3. Trivial, since it is the  stop condition for the  while loop, and the  while loop is the  last 
statem ent in the  procedure.
El
L e m m a  4 .6 . Suppose Kernel(A,S) calls buildJt(s,o,Seen) with o  =  aia,2 - - .a n, sq - ^ a  
s i a  S2 ■ ■ ■ a  sn, and  so =  s^ . Then
1. Kernel(A,S) calls buildJt(so,e,0)
2 . forO < i < n, bvdldJt(si,Ci,Seeni) calls buildJt(si+i,cri+i,Seeni+i) w ithai  =  a\a,2 • • .a* 
and for 0 <  i < n, Seeni =
3. s =  sn and Seen = Seenn
P ro o f .  By induction on the  length n  of a.
• n  =  0. T hen a  =  e, and the  result follows immediately.
•  n = m  +  1.
Suppose a = a\a,2 ■ ■ ■ a,m+i and K e rn e l^ ,# )  calls b u ild J t(s ,c ,5 een ) w ith  sq
s i a  S2 • • • a  sm,+1 and so =  sj^. Let a' =  a\a,2 ■ ■ -am. Since a ^  e, the  call 
buildit(s,c7,Seen) m ust occur w ithin the  execution of a call build it(s ',c7 ',Seen ') and 
Seen =  Seen' U {s'}. By the induction hypothesis, we know th a t Seen' = Seenm, th a t 
s' =  sm, th a t Kernel(v4,S') calls bu ild it(so ,e ,0 ), th a t for 0 <  * <  m, build it(si,o-i,5eeni) 
calls b u ild J t(s i+ i,o'i+ i,5een i+ i) w ith  cn =  a,\a,2 . . .  a* and th a t for 0 <  * <  m, Seeni =
So b u ild J t(sTO,o'TO,5eenTO) calls build_it(sTO+i,o'TO+i,5een), and we need to prove th a t 
s =  sTO+1 and Seenrn+i =  Seen =  U je{o i  Looking a t the  statem ents in
b u i ld i t ( s TO,c7TO,SeenTO) th a t call b u ild J t(sTO+i,o'TO+i,5een), we see th a t s =  sTO+i and 
Seen = Seenm U {sTO}. So Seen = (Uje{o,i,...,m-i}{si} ) U {sTO} =  Uje{o,i,...,m}{si}  and 
the result follows.
L e m m a  4 .7 . I f  Kernel(A,S) calls buildJt(s,a,Seen), then
s 6 Seen 44- 3 a i ,a 2- cr = o\ 02 A 02 7^  e A s ^  ^ ^ a  s A s
P ro o f .  Follows im m ediately from Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.4.
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T he next theorem  completes the  proof of the  fact th a t the  algorithm  Kernel(*4,S) re tu rns a 
kernel for A  w .r.t. S.
T h e o re m  4 .8 . Let JC = Kernel(*4,S). I f  a € traces (A), then a r €  traces (JC).
P ro o f .  Let r  =  ar . Since A  is closed under S, r  €E traces (A); say th a t s°A ~ ^ A  t. We 
prove a stronger property  Inv(r)  by induction on the  length n  of a  (=  the  length of r ) .  
Inv(r)  =  A r  €E traces {JC)
A 3 Seen.
V Kernel(*4, S)  calls build J t ( i ,  r ,  Seen)
V A r  =  n  T2 a 73
a  4  a ^ A  t> ^ A  t
A n  r 2 contains no non-em pty looping trace in A  
A Kernel(*4, S) calls build_it(i', n  T2 a, Seen)
•  n = 0.
T hen a  =  e, and also r  =  e. So i  =  Since e  S/c, e £  traces (JC). I t suffices to 
observe th a t Kernel(*4,S) calls b u ild it(s^ ,e ,0 ) .
•  n = m  +  1.
Induction  Hypothesis (IH): 0 <  \p\ < m  => Inv(pr)
Suppose a  =  a' b, r  =  r 'c ,  and |cr| =  |r | =  m  +  1. Since ()r is prefixed closed, (a')r =  r ' .  
Since r  e  iraees(*4), r '  e  traces(A). We distinguish two cases.
-  r '  does not contain a non-em pty looping trace.
We show th a t, for some set Seen, Kernel(*4, 5 ) calls b u ild J t( i, r '  c, Seen). By 
Lemma 4.4 we then  know th a t r ' c  G traces (JC), which proves Inv(r).
Assume sQA a  i ' • Since (a')T =  r ' ,  Inv(r')  holds by IH. T here is no loop­
ing trace in r ' ,  so r '  e  traces(JC) and, for some set Seen', Kernel(*4,5) calls 
b u ild J t( i ',  r ' ,  Seen'). We now inspect the  execution of procedure b u i ld i t  for this 
call. By Lemma 4.7, we know th a t i ' 0  Seen'. By Lemma 4.5 we know th a t after 
the  while loop b u ild it( i" ,r 'c ',S e e n 'U { i '} )  is called, for some s ta te  t" and action c'
such th a t t! t" and ( r 'c ) r =  r 'c '.  By Lemma 3.2, we know th a t ( r 'c ) r =  r 'c , 
so c' =  c and hence t" = t. Thus, b u i ld J t ( i , r ' c,Seen' U {i'}) is called.
-  r '  contains a non-em pty looping trace.
T hen there exist n ,T 2,T3, 01, 02, 03, a,, and t' such th a t
A r  =  r i  r2 a  73 c A a  =  02 03
A | n |  =  |0 i |  A |r2 a| =  |cr2 | A |r3 c| =  |cr3 |
A SQ^ A t > ^ A t > ^ A t
A T1T2 contains no non-em pty looping trace in A
We show th a t, for some set Seen, Kernel(*4, S) calls b u ild J t( i ',  n  r 2 a, Seen), and 
th a t r  e  traces(JC). Trivially, | n r 2 a| <  I n d o r s e ) ,  and | n r 3 c| <  | n r 2a r 3 c|.
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Since ()r is prefix closed and t t =  t ,  r ^ a  =  ( n r 2a )r . Since ()r is loop re­
specting, t \  r 3 c  =  ( n  t 3 c)r . So we may apply IH and obtain  th a t Iiiv(ti T2 a) and 
Inv(T\T^c) hold. This means th a t TiT2a 6 traces(JC), t \ t ^ c  6 traces ()C), and 
since there is no looping trace in t \  7-2, th a t, for some set Seen , Kernel(*4, S') calls 
b u i ld i t ( i ',  r i  T2 a, Seen). Since /C is a subautom aton  of *4 (Lemma 4.2), we know 
th a t Sfc jc t' — jc t' jc t, and hence t \  t<i ar^ c €E traces (/C).
El
5 Test derivation from sym m etric M ealy machines
In th is section we will apply the  m achinery developed in the  previous sections to  Mealy 
machines. There exists a w ealth of test generation algorithm s based on the  Mealy machine 
model [1, 5, 7]. We will show how Chow’s classical W -m ethod [7] can be adapted  to  a setting  
w ith  symmetry. T he m ain idea is th a t test derivation is not based on the entire specification 
autom aton, bu t only on a kernel of it. A technical detail here is th a t we do not require Mealy 
machines to be m inim al (as already observed by [20] for the  setting  w ithout sym m etry).
D efin ition  5.1. A Mealy machine is a  (determ inistic) FSM A  such th a t
>'-A =  {(i/o) | * e  Ia ^ o (E Oa }
where / 4  and Oa  are two finite and disjoint sets of inputs and outputs, respectively. We 
require th a t A  is input enabled and input deterministic, i.e., for every s ta te  s 6 S a  and input
i £  I a - there exists precisely one ou tpu t o €  such th a t s
Input sequences of A  are elements of (I  a )*. For £ an  input sequence of A  and s ,s f €  <SU,
we w rite s ==>.4 s' if there exists a trace a  such th a t s s> and £ is the  result of
projecting a  onto I  a- In  this case we w rite outcome aH , s) =  a; the  execution fragm ent 7  
w ith  f irs t(j)  = s and trace(7 ) = a is denoted by execA(s,0 - A distinguishing sequence for 
two states s , s f of A  is an  input sequence £ such th a t outcomeaH, s) 7  ^ outcomea(£, s'). We 
say th a t £ distinguishes s from s'. □
In Chow’s paper, conformance is defined as the  existence of an  isom orphism  between spec­
ification and im plem entation. Since we do not assum e au tom ata  to be minimal, we will 
show the existence of a bisimulation between specification and im plem entation. Bisim ilarity 
is a well-known process equivalence from concurrency theory [22], For m inim al autom ata, 
bisim ilarity is equivalent to isomorphism, while for determ inistic au tom ata , b isim ilarity is 
equivalent to  equality of trace sets.
D efin ition  5.2. Let A  and B  be FSMs. A relation R  C S a  x Sb  is a bisimulation on A  
and B iff
•  i? (si, ¿>2) and s i ~ ^ a  implies th a t there is a s '2 €E Sa  such th a t S2 b s '2 and 
R(Sh  S2)>
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•  i? (si, ¿>2) and «2 s '2 implies th a t there is a s[ e  <SU such th a t s i s i  and
A  and B are bisimilar, no tation  >4 ±± B, if there exists a bisim ulation R  on A  and B such 
th a t R(s[4, Sg). We call two states s i, «2 £  <$U bisim ilar, no tation  s i  «2, if there exists a 
bisim ulation i? on A  (and A)  such th a t R(s  1, «2)- T he relation is an  equivalence relation 
on Sx ,  a  bisimulation class of A  is an  equivalence class of S 4 under □
The m ain ingredient of Chow’s test su ite is a characterizing set for the  specification, i.e., 
a set of input sequences th a t distinguish inequivalent states by inducing different o u tpu t 
behavior from them . In  our case, two states are inequivalent if they are non-bisim ilar, i.e. 
have different trace sets. In the  presence of sym m etry we will need a characterizing set not 
for the  entire specification au tom aton  b u t only for a kernel of it. However, a kernel need 
not be input enabled, so two inequivalent states need not have a common input sequence 
th a t distinguishes between them . Instead we will use a characterizing set th a t contains for 
every two sta tes of the  kernel th a t are inequivalent in the  original specification autom aton, 
an  input sequence th a t these states have in common in the  specification and distinguishes 
between them .
C onstructing distinguishing sequences in the  specification au tom aton  ra th e r th an  in the 
sm aller kernel is of course potentially  as expensive as in the  setting  w ithout symmetry, and 
may lead to  large sequences. However, if the  num ber of sta tes of the  kernel is sm all we will not 
need m any of them , so test execution itself may still benefit considerably from the restriction 
to the  kernel. Moreover, we expect th a t in most cases distinguishing sequences can be found 
in a well m arked out subautom aton  of the  specification th a t envelopes the  kernel.
D e f in it io n  5 .3 . A test pair for a Mealy machine A  is a pair {/C, W )  where K, is a  kernel 
of A  and W  is a set of input sequences of A  such th a t the  following holds. For every 
pair of states s, s' € S jc such th a t s ^.4 s ', W  contains an  inpu t sequence £ such th a t 
outcomea H i s) ^  outcomea H, s'). □
The proof th a t Chow’s test suite has complete fault coverage crucially relies on the  assum ption 
th a t (an upper bound to) the  num ber of states of the  black box im plem entation is correctly 
estim ated. Since specification and im plem entation are also assum ed to have the  same input 
sets and to  be input enabled, this is equivalent to  a correct estim ate of the  num ber of states 
of the  im plem entation th a t can be reached from the s ta r t s ta te  by an input sequence from 
the specification. Similarly, we will assum e th a t we can give an  upper bound to the  num ber 
of states of the  black box th a t are reachable from the s ta rt s ta te  by an input sequence from 
the kernel of the  specification. We call the  subautom aton  of the  im plem entation generated 
by these states the  image of the  kernel.
Technically, the  assum ption on the  sta te  space of the  black box is used in [7] to  bound the 
m axim um  length of distinguishing sequences needed for a characterizing set for the  imple­
m entation. Since, like the  kernel, the  image of the  kernel need not be input enabled, it may 
be th a t distinguishing sequences for states of the  image cannot be constructed in the  image 
itself. Thus, it is not sufficient to  estim ate the  num ber of states of the  image, bu t we must 
in addition  estim ate the  num ber of steps distinguishing sequences may have to take outside 
the  image of the  kernel.
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D e f in it io n  5 .4 . Let A  and B be Mealy machines w ith  the same input set and let JC be a 
kernel of A.  A JC-sequence is an input sequence £ such th a t s|- ==>£. A s ta te  s of B is called 
JC-related if there exists a /C-sequence £ such th a t s |  ==>s s.
We define imjc(B) as the subautom aton  (S, S , E, s°) of B defined by:
•  S  = {s e  Sb | s is /C-related}
•  E  = {(s, a, s ') £  Eg  | s, s ' 6 S}
•  S  =  {a £  S g  | 3 s, s ', (s, a, s ') 6 1?}
„0 _  „0 S —  S B
□
D e f in it io n  5 .5 . A subautom aton  B of a Mealy machine A  is (m i ,m 2)-self-contained in A  
w hen the num ber of bisim ulation classes Q of A  such th a t QOSb  7  ^ 0 is m i, and for every pair 
of states s, s ' of B such th a t s s ', there exist input sequences £1, £2 of A  of length a t most
m i, m 2, respectively, such th a t s ==>s, s ' = > s ,  and o u t c o m e 1^2, s) 7  ^ outcome a ( C i ^ 2, s ' ) .
□
The next lemma is a generalization of [7]’s Lemma 0.
L e m m a  5 .6 . Let A  and B be Mealy machines with the same input set I  and let (K,, W ) be 
a test pair for A . Let C = imjc(B). Suppose that:
1. C is (mi, m 2)-self-contained in B.
2. W  distinguishes between n bisimulation classes Q o f  B such that Q D Sc 7  ^ 0.
Then for every two states s and s' o f  C such that s s ', I m 1_” I m'2 W  distinguishes s from 
s'.
P ro o f .  By induction on j  €  { 0 , . . . ,  m i — n } we prove th a t there exist j  +  n  bisim ulation 
classes Q of B w ith  Q D Sc 7  ^ 0 such th a t P  I m'2 W  distinguishes between them . This proves 
the  result, since, by assum ption 1, the  num ber of bisim ulation classes Q of B such th a t
Q fl Sc 7  ^ 0 is m i.
•  j  = 0. By assum ption 3, W  already distinguishes between n  bisim ulation classes of B 
w ith Q fl Sc 7  ^ 0, so surely I m2 W  distinguishes a t least these n  classes.
•  j  =  k +  1. If I k I m'2 W  already distinguishes between k +  1 bisim ulation classes Q of 
B such th a t Q fl Sc 7  ^ 0, we are done. So suppose not. T hen  there exist two distinct 
bisim ulation classes Q 1 and Q2 of B whose intersection w ith  Sc is non-empty, such 
th a t I k I m2 W  does not distinguish Q 1 from Q2. So there  exist sta tes s i  £  Q\ fl Sc and
S2 £ Q 2n.Sc of C such th a t s i S2 b u t I k I m2 W  does not distinguish s i from S2. Since 
C is (m i ,m 2)-self-contained in B, we can define the sm allest num ber I < m \  such th a t 
I 1 J ™2 i y  contains an  input sequence £ such th a t outcom es^, si)  7  ^ outcom es^,  S2).
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So there exist sta tes t \  and ¿2 of C (among the (I — (k +  l) ) th successors of s i and «2, 
respectively) such th a t I k I m2 W  does not distinguish t \  from ¿2 whereas I k+1 I m2 W  
does distinguish t\  from ¿2- Hence I k+l I m'2 W  distinguishes the  bisim ulation classes of 
B to  which t\  and ¿2 belong.
El
This result allows us to construct a characterizing set Z  =  yy  for im age 0f
the kernel in the  im plem entation. T he test suite resulting from th e  W -m ethod consists of 
all concatenations of sequences from a transition cover P  for the  specification w ith  sequences 
from Z.
D efin ition  5.7. A transition cover for the  kernel of a Mealy machine A  is a  finite collection 
P  of input sequences of A, such th a t e £ P  and, for all transitions s s' of /C, P  contains 
input sequences £ and £ i such th a t 4  =U K s .  □
Now follows the m ain theorem .
Theorem  5.8. Let Spec and Impl be Mealy machines with the same input set I, and 
assume (~ , ()r) is a symmetry on Spec such that Impl is closed under Let [1C,W) be a 
test pair for Spec. Write C = im,)c(Impl). Suppose
1. The number o f bisimulation classes Q o f  Spec such that Q D S jc 7  ^ 0 is n.
2. C is (m \,m 2)-self-contained in Impl.
3. For a lia  (EP and r  e  I m'2 W
outcomeSpec{oT,s%pec) = outcomeImpi{a r , s°Jmpl)
Then Spec t± Impl.
Proof. Spec and Impl are determ inistic, so it suffices to prove traces (Spec) = traces (Impl). 
Since Spec is input enabled and Impl is inpu t determ inistic, it then  suffices to  prove th a t 
traces (Spec) C traces (Impl). Using th a t Impl is closed under S, th is follows im m ediately 
from the first item  of the  following claim.
Claim. For every a  € traces (Spec), with a r = r  and s^  r we have:
1. traces (Impl)
2. For every £ <E P  such that s°K r: i f  s°Jmpl lmpi u and s°Jmpl = ^ i mpi v! then 
U t ± x  v ! .
where 1  abbreviates Im pl.
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P roo f o f claim . W rite Z  =  I mi^ n I m2 W .  Note th a t, by construction of W , W  dis­
tinguishes between n  bisim ulation classes of Spec whose intersection w ith  Sjc is non-empty. 
So, since (★) holds, W  distinguishes between a t least n  bisim ulation classes of Impl whose 
intersection w ith  Sc is non-empty. Thus we can use Lemma 5.6.
The proof of the  claim proceeds by induction on the  length n  of a.
•  n  =  0. So a = e = t . T hen certainly r  €  traces {Impl). As to item  3). Consider an  
input sequence £ €  P  such th a t 4  =^ =>/e 4  and assum e s°Jmpl = > impi u>■ We have to 
show th a t sQlmpl t±x u ' .
Since £ and e are elements of P  and lead in Spec to the  same state , it follows from (★) 
th a t for all p 6 Z, outcomejmpi{p, s® ¡) = outcomejmpi{p,u'). Hence, by Lemma 5.6,
s °im,pl — z  u> ■
• n > 0. W rite a =  a'{i/o).  By induction hypothesis (a ')r =  t '  €  traces{JC) D
traces {Impl). Say th a t 4  — >)c r>■ Since K, is a kernel of Spec, there exists an ac­
V /o'tion  (i ' /o ') such th a t {o' {i/o))r =  t ' { i '/d)  and, for some sta te  r, r' — r - Since 
r' e  S jc, there exist input sequences i' €  P  such th a t 4  r’.
Let s°Jmpl impi u and s°Jmpl = > impl u ' . By induction hypothesis, item  3), u t±x u'. 
Since outcomesPec{i' if, S°spec) =  ou c^omeim,pl{i' i'i s im,pi)■> there exists a (unique) s ta te  v'
such th a t u' v'. Since u t±x u ', there exists a (unique) s ta te  v such th a t u v. 
So t ' {i'/o') e  traces {Impl). Because Impl is input determ inistic, v i±x v'.
Finally, we have to  prove, for all £ €  P  such th a t r: for the  unique s ta te  w
such th a t s°Jmpl = > impi w i we have w ±±x v. Consider such a £. Since v' t±x v it suffices 
to  prove th a t w t±x v'. Since and £ are elements of P  and lead to  the  same sta te  
in Spec, it follows from (★) th a t, for all p 6 Z, outcomeimpi{p,v) = outcomeimpi{p,w). 




In this section we describe sym m etries based on patterns. A p a tte rn  is an FSM, together w ith 
a set of perm utations of its set of actions, so-called transformations. T he FSM is a template 
for the  behavior of a system , while the  transform ations indicate how th is tem plate may be 
filled out to ob tain  sym m etric variants th a t cover the  full behavior of the  system.
In  [19] an  interesting example au tom aton  is given for a sym m etric protocol, representing the 
behavior of two peer hosts th a t may engage in the  ATM call setup procedure. This behavior 
is completely sym m etric in the  identity  of the  peers. An FSM representation is given in 
Figure 2. Here, !< action> (i) means o u tpu t of the  ATM service to  caller i, and ?< ac tion> (i) 
means input from caller i to  the  ATM service. So, action ?set_up(l) denotes the  request from
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Figure 2: T he ATM call setup protocol Figure 3: A tem plate
caller 1 to the  ATM service, to set up a call to  caller 2. A se t.u p  request is followed by an 
acknowledgement in the  form of calLproc if the  service can be perform ed. Then, action conn 
indicates th a t the  called side is ready for the  connection, which is acknowledged by conn_ack. 
A caller may skip sending calLproc, if it can already send conn instead (transition  from sta te
3 to 5 and from 10 to 12 in Figure 2).
Here, a typical tem plate is the  subautom aton  representing th e  call set up as in itia ted  by 
a single in itia to r (e.g. caller 1), and the  transform ation will be the  perm utation  of actions 
generated by swapping the  roles of in itia tor and responder. Such a tem plate is displayed in 
Figure 3.
In  the  example of Section 7, featuring a chatbox th a t supports m ultiple conversations be­
tween callers, the  tem plate will be the  chatting  between two callers, while the  transform ations 
will shuffle the  identity of the  callers.
T he tem plate FSM may be arb itrarily  complex; intuitively, increasing complexity indicates 
a stronger sym m etry assum ption on the  black box im plem entation.
To define p a tte rn  based sym m etries, we need some term inology for p artia l functions and 
m ultisets. If ƒ : A  —» B  is a p artia l function and a € A, then  f ( a ) 4- means th a t f ( a ) is 
defined, while ƒ (a) f  means th a t ƒ (a) is not defined. A multiset over A is a set of the  form 
{ ( a i ,n i ) , . . . ,  (afe,nfe)} where, for 1 <  * <  k, a* is an  element of A  and n* €  N denotes its 
multiplicity. We use [f(x)\ cond(a;)] as a shorthand  for the  m ultiset over A  th a t is created by 
adding, for every single i £ i , a  copy of f ( x )  if the  condition cond(a;) holds.
D e f in it io n  6.1 (Patterns). A pattern V  is a  pair (T, n) where T  is an  FSM, called the 
template of V, and n  is a finite set of perm utations of S 7-; which we call transformations.
Given a sequence { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„) of (partial) functions / i ,  n  —> E j , we denote w ith
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exee((fi , . . . ,  f n) ^ )  the  sequence of edges obtained by taking for each function 0 <  i < n, 
the  edge e (if any) such th a t /¿(tt) =  e.
In  the  rem ainder of th is section, we fix an  FSM A  and a p a tte rn  V = (T, II).
Below we will define how V defines a sym m etry of the  behavior of an  FSM A . Each tran s­
form ation 7r e  II gives rise to  a copy tt(T)  of T  obtained by renam ing the actions according 
to  7r. Each such copy is a particu lar instan tia tion  of the  tem plate. Intuitively, the  trace set 
of A is included in the  trace set of the  parallel com position of the  copies tt(T ), indexed by 
elements of II, w ith  enforced synchronization over all actions of A- Using th a t traces of A are 
traces of the  parallel com position, we will define the  sym m etry relation on traces in term s of 
the  behavior of the  copies and perm utations of the  index set II.
The following definition rephrases the  inclusion requirem ent above in such a way th a t the 
relation ~  and a representative function for it can be form ulated succinctly. In particular, if 
A is the  parallel com position of the  copies of T , the  requirem ent in th is definition apply.
D e f in it io n  6 .2 . Let a  =  a,\---a,n be an  element of (XU)*- A- covering of a  by V  is a 
sequence { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„) of p artia l functions J) : 11 —r E j  w ith  non-empty dom ain such th a t for 
every ir 6 II and 1 < i < n:
1. If fi(-n) = e then  a* =  7r(act(e)).
2. T he sequence exec({fi, . . . ,  ƒ*), 7r) induces an  execution 7 j of T.
3. If the  sequence trace(ji-i) a{ is a trace of tt(T)  th en  /¿(tt)
We say th a t V  covers a  if there exists a covering of a by V.
We call V  loop preserving when the following holds. Suppose o\ 02 € traces (A) is covered 
by { /i, . . . , ƒ „ ,  <71, . . . ,  gm) and a 2 is a looping trace. T hen  for all n € II,
last(exec((fu .. . ,ƒ „ ) , tt)) =  last(exec({fu  g i , .. tt))
□
Intuitively, these requirem ents m ean the following. The ‘non-em pty dom ain’ requirem ent for 
the  p artia l functions ƒ* ensures the  inclusion of the  trace set of A in the  trace set of the 
parallel com position of copies of T . Requirem ents 1 and 2 express th a t a covering should not 
contain ‘ju n k ’. Requirem ent 3 corresponds to  the  enforced synchronization of actions of the 
parallel composition.
L e m m a  6 .3 . For every trace a, there exists at most one covering o f a by V.
P ro o f .  Since T  is determ inistic, coverings of a  are uniquely determ ined by T . El
Two traces a  and r  of the  same length n  th a t are covered by V, are variants of each other 
if a t each position *, 1 <  * <  n, of a  and r  the  following holds. The listings for a  and r ,  
respectively, of the  copies tt(T)  th a t partic ipate  in the  action a t position *, the  states these 
copies are in before participating , and the  edge they follow by participating , are equal up to 
a perm utation  of II. Then, two traces of the  same length are symmetric iff they are either 
b o th  not covered by V  or are covered by coverings th a t are variants of each other.
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D efin ition  6.4. Let a  and r  be elements of (X ^)” , which V  covers by cov\ =  { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„) 
and COV2 =  ( g i , . . . , g n), respectively. T hen  cov 1 and cov2 are said to  be variants of each 
other if for every 1 < i < n, [ƒ*(tt) | tt 6 II] =  | 7r 6 II].
We define the  b inary relation ~-p on (XU)* by:
a  ci-p r  A |cr| =  |r|
A V b o th  a  and r  are not covered by V
V V  covers a  and r  by variant coverings
It is easy to check th a t ~-p is an  equivalence relation. As in Section 3, we will w rite [a] for 
the  equivalence class of a  and ~  instead of ~ p .  □
An im portan t special case is the  following. Suppose A  consists of the  parallel com position of 
com ponents C{, indexed by elements of a set / ,  th a t are identical up to  their ID (which occur 
as param eters in the  actions). Let a  and r  be traces of A- If there exists a perm utation  p of 
the  index set I  such th a t for all indices * €  / ,  a  induces (up to  renam ing of IDs in actions) 
the  same execution of C{ as r  induces in Cp^ ,  then  a  and r  are sym m etric.
Lem m a 6.5. I f V  covers aa by { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„), then V  covers a by { / i , . . . ,  1).
Lem m a 6.6. I f V  covers a a and r  b and a a ~ r b ,  then a  ~  r.
Proof. Let a a and r b  be covered by and {g>i,. . . ,  gn), respectively. By
Lemma 6.5, these coverings induce the  coverings { / i , . . . ,  1) and {51, . . .  ,gn- 1) of a and 
r ,  respectively, which are clearly variants of each other. El
T he previous two lemmas together im ply the  following result.
Corollary 6.7. T he relation ~  is prefix closed on A , i.e., for every two traces era, r b  €E 
traces (A), if a a c ^ r b  then  a  ~  r .
Given the definition of ~ , it is reasonable to dem and th a t every trace of A  is covered by 
V. We will also need the  following closure property. We call a  b inary relation R  on (XU)* 
persistent on A  when i? (c , r )  and a a  €E traces (A) implies th a t there exists an  action b such 
th a t R(a a, rb) .
Now we define a representative function for We assum e given a to tal, irreflexive ordering 
<  on >;.4 . Such an  ordering of course always exists, b u t the  choice for <  may greatly influence 
the  size of the  kernel constructed for a sym m etry based on V.
D efin ition  6.8. Let <  be a to tal, irreflexive ordering on >^4 . This ordering induces a 
reflexive, transitive ordering <  on traces of the  same length in the  following way:
a a < br  a < 6 V (a = b A a  <  r )
We define o r as the  least element of [o\ under < . □
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We will show th a t ()r is a representative function for F irst we prove th a t ()r is prefix 
closed.
Lem m a 6.9. Suppose ~  is persistent on A  and A  is closed under I f  ( [ r 6])r =  a a  £ 
traces (A), then ([r])r =  a.
P ro o f. By contradiction. Suppose th a t there exists a trace p such th a t p =  ([r])r and p ^  a. 
Note th a t, since A  is closed under ~ ,  r b  £  traces(A). By persistence of ~ , p £  [r] implies 
th a t there exists an  action c such th a t pc  £  [r b). Since ~  is prefix closed on A  (Corollary 6.7) 
and a a £  [ r 6], a  £  [r]. By definition of ()r , p < a. B ut also, aa < pc, and, by definition of 
< , a < p. So p =  a  and we have a contradiction. El
To show th a t ()r is loop respecting, we first prove two auxiliary results.
Lem m a 6.10. I f V  covers a and r  by ( f i , . . . ,  ƒ„) and ( g i , . . .  , gn), respectively and a  ~  r, 
then for every 1 < i < n:
[ las t (exec({ f i,..., ƒ*), tt)) | tt e  n A  /¿(tt) ]]
= [last(exee({gi,...,gi),ir))\ tt € n  A g^ir) |]
P ro o f. Since a ~  r  we know th a t for every 1 <  * <  n, [/¿(?r) | tt 6 II] =  [^¿(tt) | 7r 6 II]. 
From this the  result follows immediately. El
Lem m a 6.11. Suppose V  is a  loop preserving pattern on A  and let < be a total, irreflexive 
ordering on Let ()r be as in Definition 6 .8 . Suppose every trace o f A  is covered by V, 
A  is closed under and ~  is persistent on A. I f  a\ a2 03 £  traces (A) and a2 is a looping 
trace, then
a  1 03 ~  Cl r  iff a  1 02 <^ 3 — <7i <^ 2 r -
P ro o f. W rite |cti| =  n, |cr2| =  m, and  |cr3| =  |r | =  fc. Let { /i, . . . , ƒ „ ,  51, . .  . ,g rn,h i,  . . . , h k) 
cover 01 02 03 . By Lemma 6.5, { /i, . . . ,ƒ „ ,  51, . . . ,  gm) covers 01 02 and { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„) covers 01. 
Since ~  is loop preserving on A,  we know th a t for every tt £  II
l a s t ( e x e c ( ( f i , . . .,ƒ„), tt)) =  l as t ( exec( ( f i , ...,ƒ„,g i , . .  . , g rn),Tr)) (1)
So ( f i ,  . . . , ƒ „ ,  h i , . . . ,  hk) covers 01 03 .
“=>” Since 01 03 ~  01 r  and 01 03 £  traces (A), 01 r  £  iraces(yl). Let { f i , . . . , f n ,h'l , . . . , h 'k) 
cover 01 r .  From E quation  1 and the fact th a t { /i, . . . , ƒ „ ,  51, . . . ,  g>TO) covers 01 02, it 
follows th a t ( f i , . . . ,  f n , g i , . . . ,  gm, h [ , . . . ,  h'k) covers 01 02 r .  Since 01 03 ~  01 r ,  we 
obtain, for every 0 < i < k:
[hi(Tr) | tt £  n] =  [h’i(n) I tt £  n] (2)
From th is fact, it follows th a t 01 02 03 ^  01 02 t .
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“•<=” Since o\ 02 03 ~  o\ 02 t  and  o\ 02 03 6 traces (A), o\ 02 t  €E traces (A).
Let ( / i ,  . . . , ƒ „ ,  51, . . . ,  gm, h[ , . . . ,  cover 01 02 r .  Prom E quation  1, it follows th a t 
( / i ,  . . . , ƒ „ ,  /i^ ,. . . ,  /ij.) covers 01 r .  Since 01 02 03 ^  01 02 t , we obtain , for every 0 <  
i < k:
[hi(ir) | 7T e  n] =  [/i'(?r) I 7T e  n] (3)
From this, it follows th a t o\ 03 ~  0 1 r .
El
Finally, we prove th a t ()r is loop respecting.
Lem m a 6.12. Suppose V  is a  loop preserving pattern on A and let < be a total, irreflexive 
ordering on Y>x Let ()r be as in Definition 6.8 . Suppose every trace o f  A is covered by V, A  
is closed under and ~  is persistent on A. I f  ([01 02 03] )r =  01 02 03 £  traces (A) and  02 is 
a looping trace, then ([01 03] )r =  01 03 .
P ro o f. By contradiction. Suppose th a t ([01 03])r =  n  T3 and n  T3 7^  01 03 . By Lemma 6.9, 
([0 i])r =  01, and r i  =  ([0 i])r , so r i  =  01 . By definition of ()r , 01 < 01 03 and 01 T3 ~  01 03. 
By Lemma 6.11, 010203  — 010273- Since 010203 =  ([01 02 03])’’; 03 <  &2 ^3, and 
by definition of < , 0103 <  01 T3 . Since also 01 T3 <  0103 , 0 iT3 =  0103, and we have a 
contradiction. So 01 03 =  ([01 03])r . El
T he next result allows us to  use the  pattern-approach  for com puting a kernel. In our 
example of the  ATM switch, we have com puted the  kernel from the FSM in Figure 2, using 
the  sym m etry induced by the  tem plate in Figure 3 and an ordering <  th a t obeys the  relation 
?set_up(l) <  ?set_up(2). Not surprisingly, the  resulting kernel is identical to the  tem plate.
Theorem  6.13. Suppose V  is a loop preserving pattern on A and let < be a total, irreflexive 
ordering on Let ()r be as in Definition 6 .8 . Suppose every trace o f  A is covered by V, A  
is closed under and ~  is persistent on A. Then (~ , ()r ) is a symmetry on A.
P ro o f . We have to  show th a t ()r is a representative function for It is im m ediate th a t 
0 r ~  0 and for all r  such th a t 0 ~  r ,  t v =  o r . T he requirem ent th a t ()r is prefix closed 
follows from Lemma 6.9. T h a t ()r is loop respecting follows from Lemma 6.12. El
T he following lemma is an  ex tra  ingredient for m aking the  im plem entation of the  algorithm  
Kernel from Section 4 more efficient. T he im plem entation itself is described in Section 7.
Lem m a 6.14. Suppose V  =  (T, II) is a pattern on A, that covers 0 and r  by { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„) 
and  {51, • • • ,gm}, respectively.
I f  4  a  s, 4  — s and V-7T 6 II. last(exec((fi, . . . ,  f n),n)) = last(exec((gi, . . . ,  gm), ir)), 
then for each p such that s x-
( / i ,  . . . ,ƒ „ ,  h i , . . . ,  hk) covers op ^  (g i , . . . ,  grn, hu  ■ ■ ■, hk) covers rp
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L e m m a  6 .15 . Suppose {'P,Qr) is a symmetry on A,  ()r is as in Definition 6.8, and
V  =  (T , II) covers a and r  by { / i , . . . ,  ƒ„) and (51, ,  gm), respectively.
I f  s i sa  ^ ^ A  s , Vtt 6 II. last(exec((fi, . . . ,  f n),n)) = last(exec((gi, . . . ,  gTO), 7r)), and
a = ar and t  = Tr, then for each p such that s .4 :
op  =  (cp )r 4$ Tp = (rp)r
P ro o f .  We only prove the  o ther direction then  follows immediately.
By contradiction. Suppose s -^->.4 , a P =  (a PY and (t pY  = t p' w ith  p 7  ^ p'. By definition 
of ()r , we know th a t rp  ~  rp'. By Lemma 6.14, we know th a t the  covering of the  p-part in 
rp  m ust be equal to  the  covering of th e  p-part in cp, and likewise for the  //-p a r t in rp' and 
op'. T hen certainly  op  ~  op' m ust hold. By unicity of representatives, op  =  {crp'Y• Prom 
Definition 6.8 we then  obtain  th a t op  <  op' and rp' < rp , so p < p' and p' <  p. This yields 
a contradiction w ith  the  assum ption th a t p 7  ^p'. El
7 Example: Testing a chat box
In th is section we report on some initial experim ents in the  application of sym m etry to the 
testing  of a chatbox. P a rt of the  test generation tra jec to ry  was implemented: we used the 
tool environm ent O p en /C ^ :sa r[1 4 ] for prototyping the  algorithm  Kernel from Section 3. We 
work w ith  a p a tte rn  based sym m etry (Section 6) and apply the  test derivation m ethod from 
Section 5.
A chatbox offers the  possibility to ta lk  w ith users connected to the  chatbox. A fter one 
joins (connects to) the  chatbox, one can ta lk  w ith  all o ther connected users, until one leaves 
(disconnects). One can only jo in  if not already present, and one can leave a t any time. 
For simplicity, we assum e th a t every user can a t each instance ta lk  w ith  a t most one user. 
Moreover, we dem and th a t a user waits for a reply before talking again (unless one of the 
partners leaves). Finally, we abstrac t from the contents of the  messages, and consider only 
one message. T he service prim itives provided by the  chatbox are thus the  following; Join, 
Leave, DReq, and DInd, w ith  the  obvious m eaning (see Figure 4). For lack of space, we do 
not give the  full formal specification of the  chatbox or its tem plate.
W hat we test for is the  service of the  chatbox as a whole, such as it may be offered by a 
vendor, ra th e r th an  com ponents of its im plem entation, which we (the “custom ers” ) are not 
allowed to, or have no desire to, inspect.
This example was inspired by th e  conference protocol presented in [24], Some changes 
were made, all stem m ing from the need to keep the  protocol m anageable for experim ents 
w ithout losing the  sym m etry pursued. We m ention the  absence of queues and m ulticasts 
and the  restriction  to the  num ber of ou tstanding  messages. Also, we ignore the  issues of test 
contexts, test architectures, and points of control and observation.
The sym m etry inherent in the  protocol is immediate: pairs of ta lking users can be replaced 
by o ther pairs of talking users, as long as th is is done system atically according to Defini­
tions 6.2 and 6.4. As an example, th e  trace in which user 1 joins, leaves and joins again, is 
sym m etric to the  trace in which user 1 joins and leaves, after which user 2 joins. The essence 
is th a t after user 1 has joined and left, th is user is a t the  same point as all the  o ther users not
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user^ users  user,;« user^ user^ user,;« user^ user^ user,;
Jo in  Leave D Req D In d
Figure 4: The chatbox protocol service
present, so all new jo in  actions are sym m etric. Note th a t th is sym m etry is more general th an  
a sym m etry induced solely by a perm utation  of actions or IDs of users. Thus the  tem plate 
T  used for the  sym m etry basically consists of the  conversation between two users, including 
joining and  leaving, while the  transform ations n  in th e  set II shuffle the  identity  of users. 
We feel th a t it is a reasonable assum ption th a t the  black im plem entation offering the  service 
indeed is sym m etric in this sense.
We have applied the  m achinery to  chatboxes w ith  up to  4 users. We also considered a 
(much simpler) version of the  protocol w ithout joining and leaving. Still, a  chatbox w ith  
only 4 users and no joining or leaving already has 4096 reachable states.
We s ta r t the  test generation by com puting a kernel for these specifications. O ur proto type 
is able to find a significantly sm aller Mealy machine as a kernel for each of the  models, 
provided th a t it is given a suitable ordering <  (see Definition 6.8) on the  actions symbols for 
its representative function. T he kernels constructed consist of interleavings of transform ations 
of the  pattern , constrained by th e  sym m etry and the ordering < .
For instance, in a chatbox w ith  3 users and no joining and leaving, we take the  ordering <  
defined as follows. “Sending a message from i \  to j i ” <  “sending a message from ¿2  to  j '2 ”  if 
( ¿ 1  <  ¿2 ) or if ( ¿ 1  =  ¿2  and j \  <  j '2 ) ,  and “sending a reply from i \  to j i ” <  “sending a reply 
from ¿2 to  j'2” if (¿1 >  ¿2) or if (¿1 =  ¿2 and j \  >  j'2).
Using th is ordering, th e  kernel only contains those traces in which first messages from user 
1 are sent, then  messages from user 2 and finally messages from user 3, while the  sending of 
replies is handled in the  reverse order. Each trace w ith  different order of sending messages 
can then  be com puted from a trace of th is kernel, which is exactly w hat Theorem  4.8 states. 
T his technique of dealing w ith traces is rem iniscent of p artia l order techniques [16].
O ur experim ents so far have revealed th a t for chatboxes w ith  joining and leaving, the  kernel 
is approxim ately half the  size. W hen considering chatboxes w ithout joining and leaving, the 
size of the  kernel is reduced much more. This difference is due to  the  fact th a t, since one 
cannot send a message to a user th a t has left, joining and leaving obstructs the  sym m etry in 
messages being sent. Of course, the  algorithm  should be ru n  on more and  larger examples to 
get definite answers about possible size reduction.
Given the com puted kernels, we can construct test pairs by determ ining for each kernel a 
set of input sequences W  th a t constitutes a characterizing set for the  kernel (as defined in 
Definition 5.3). A lthough th is p a rt has not yet been autom ated, it is easily seen by a generic
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argum ent th a t for every pair of inequivalent (non-bisim ilar) sta tes very short distinguishing 
sequences exist. It is easy to devise a transition  cover for a kernel, the  size of which is 
proportional to the  size of the  kernel.
As shown in Theorem  5.8, the  size of the  test suite to  be generated will depend on the  mag­
nitude of two num bers m \  and m 2, indicating the  search space for distinguishing sequences 
for the  image of the  kernel in the  im plem entation. This boils down to  the  following questions: 
(1) W hat is the  size of the  image p a rt of the  im plem entation for th is kernel? (2) W hat is the 
size of a m inim al distinguishing experience for each two inequivalent (non-bisim ilar) states in 
the  image p a rt of the  im plem entation? (3) How m any steps does a distinguishing sequence 
perform  outside the  image of the  kernel? These questions are variations of the  classical sta te  
space questions for black box testing. For practical reasons, these num bers are usually taken 
to  be not much larger th an  the  corresponding num bers for the  specification.
The algorithm  Kernel (see Figure 1) was im plem ented using the  O p e n /C ^SA R  [14] tool 
set. An interesting detail here is th a t the  algorithm  uses two finite s ta te  machines: one 
for the  specification th a t is reduced to a kernel, and one for the  tem plate of the  symmetry, 
which is used to determ ine (as an  oracle) w hether two traces are sym m etric. To enable this, 
OPK.\/C/KS.\H interface had to  be generalized som ewhat so th a t it is now able to explore sev­
eral labeled transition  systems a t the  same tim e. We have the  experience th a t O p e n /C ^SA R  
is suitable for prototyping exploration algorithm s such as Kernel.
8 Future work
We have introduced a general, FSM based, framework for exploiting sym m etry in speci­
fications and im plem entations in order to  reduce the  am ount of tests needed to establish 
correctness. T he feasibility of th is approach has been shown in a few experim ents.
However, a num ber of open issues rem ain. We see the  following steps as possible, necessary 
and feasible. O n the theoretical side we would like to (1) construct algorithm s for com puting 
and checking sym m etries, and (2) determ ine conditions th a t are on the  one hand sufficient 
to guarantee symmetry, and on the  o ther hand enable significant optim izations of the  algo­
rithm s. On the practical side we would like to  (1) generate and execute tests for real-life 
im plem entations, and (2) continue prototyping for the  whole test generation trajectory.
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